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WILLIAM AND MARY COLLEGE IN 1774. 

LETTERS IN RIND'S VIRGINIA GAZETTE. 

Mrs. RIND, 
It is a very common, and, I believe, a very just complaint, that 

the college of William and Mary hath' as yet been far from an- 
swering the ends of its institution, and, indeed, those ends which 
might reasonably be expected from a college so well endowed. 
Superior in its revenues to any literary establishment upon the 
continent, it hath fallen greatly short of some of them as a semi- 
nary of learning. To suppose that the gentlemen who have been 
entrusted with the management of it have been always in fault 
would certainly be very unfair. Many of these, without doubt, 
have lxeen both ably qualified and heartily inclined to promote its 
good intention. But a wrong mode of education, at the first 
adopted, and since too blindly followed, together with an evil 
which the professors had no power to remedy, seem to have frus- 
trated all endeavours to make it flourish. A grammar school at 
the foundation of the college was annexed to it, a measure which 
at that time might have been dictated by the circumstances of the 
country, and the low state of the funds, but which experience has 
since taught us to be attended with many bad consequences. Little 
or no distinction is made between the boys of this school and the 
students of the college. Entitled to, or at least indulged with, 
nearly the same privileges, the former too soon forget that they 
are boys, and the latter too seldom perceive that they have a su- 
perior character to maintain. As this is not merely speculation, 
but real matter of fact, it is surely worthy of the most serious at- 
tention of the visitors. The revenues of the college are now much 
encreased, the assembly has ever shewn a willingness to assist it, 
and a large extent of country is equally populous, and equally well 

'This letter is interesting as foreshadowing some of the changes 
that were made in 1779, under the influence of Thomas Jefferson, 
who at the time was governor of Virginia. The grammar school was 
eliminated as a department of the college, and the first law school in 
the United States was established. 
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cultivated with that in the neighbourhood of Williamsburg. What 
then is there to prevent the visitors from removing the grammar 
school to some of the college lands, at a distance from the metro- 
polis; for instance, to those in King William? Every thing neces- 
sary for the accommodation of the boys could there be easily 
procured, temptations to idleness and vice would be less common, 
seeing none enjoy greater liberties than themselves, they would be 
satisfied with their portion, nor would they languish for such 
as it would be improper to grant them. Having compleated their 
classical education there, then let them be removed to the college. 
This removal would create in them a higher idea of the dignity 
of a student. They would look upon themselves as entering upon 
a nobler scene of action; a scene wherein puerility was to be ex- 
changed for the manly and philosophical life. I can easily foresee 
that the step which I have proposed would meet with opposition 
from those in and about the city of Williamsburg. But if it be 
considered that this grammar school was intended for the benefit 
of the public, and not of individuals, that by such a removal no 
general inconvenience could be produced, but that several good 
consequences, as shown above, would result from it, their opposi- 
tion must appear selfish and unreasonable. 

The great imperfection in the present mode of education seems 
to be this; that instead of a regular process in their studies, the 
students are permitted, for the most part, to attend what lectures 
they please, and in the order most agreeable to themselves. That 
such a liberty will put it into their power to waste much of their 
time is very evident. For instance, a student chuses to attend 
lectures upon natural philosophy. As these are not given oftener 
than twice in a week, lie has four days entirely at his own disposal. 
For these, it is true, he may find sufficient employment, in making 
himself acquainted with what different authors have said upon the 
immediate object of his study; but he is under no obligation to do 
this. If he is indolent, or vicious, or fond of pleasure, he has it 
in his power to indulge himself. And thus, after throwing away 
three or four of the most precious years of his life, does many a 
youth quit the college with only the credit of having been so long 
there. Degrees have been indeed lately conferred on some few 
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students, and from this it might be presumed, by a stranger, that 
these at least had gone through a regular course of education. This, 
however, as far as I have been able to learn, was not the case. Some 
of them were acquainted with the classics, others with the mathe- 
natics, others had attended lectures upon rhetoric and moral philo- 
sophy, but none had run the general circle, none had been called to 
an examination, previous to the conferring of this literary honour 
upon them; a custom in all other colleges and universities. The 
impropriety of this mode of education is so very apparent, that any 
farther demonstration of it would be an insult upon the most 
common understanding. 

An improvement upon the present plan would, I think, require 
another professor, whose business it would be to read with the 
students the higher classics, and to give lectures upon chronology, 
geography, and history. Part of this duty is at present expected 
from the moral professor, but he has, exclusive of this, as much as 
he can well perform; and these are branches of literature with which 
every man of liberal education ought to be acquainted. 

The students should be divided into three classes, which might 
be distinguished by the titles of seniors, juniors, and freshmen. 
The qualifications of such as enter the freshmen, or lower class, 
ought to be a good acquaintance with the Latin and Greek school 
authors, and with arithmetic. At their entrance into college, they 
should begin with algebra, under the professor of mathematics 
and natural philosophy, logic under the moral professor, and Ho- 
race, Homer, or some other classic, under the other, whom we will 
call the professor of humanity. Euclid's elements should succeed 
to algebra, metaphysics to logic, and chronology and history might 
be intermixed with the classics. This would be ample employment 
for the first year. Let them then be examined, and as many as 
are approved of raised into the junior class. Such as are deficient, 
should be obliged to remain amongst the freshmen another year. 
The juniors should begin with plain trigonometry, which they 
might apply to surveying, then proceed to fluxions, conic sections, 
and spherical trigonometry, which might conclude the business of 
the second year in this department. The same period, in the other 
two, should comprehend the study of moral philosophy, and of 
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Cicero's moral works, with other Roman and Greek moralists. Let 
them be again examined, and either preferred to the senior class, 
or continued juniors, as they acquitted themselves. The study of 
natural philosophy and astronomy, of rhetoric and the best English 
poets, of the Roman and Grecian critics and orators, together with 
a general review, should be the business of the third and last year 
of their college education. Let, then, such as chuse to stand for 
degrees, be examined by the professor, either privately or before 
a few of the visitors, in every branch of academical learning. If 
they pass this with credit, let a day be appointed for public ex- 
amination, when every one, who is inclined, may attend. After- 
wards it may not be improper to fix a day for public exercises, 
when each candidate may have an opportunity of displaying his 
abilities as a writer and an orator. At the conclusion of these 
exercises, let them be rewarded with those honours which ought 
only to be conferred upon the sons of science. These two last regu- 
lations, though not absolutely necessary, would have this use: 
They would give satisfaction to the country, raise the reputation 
of the college, and be a powerful incitement to the youthful mind, 
which is ever fond of pomp and public applause. 

(We are obliged to defer the remainder of ACADEMICUS 
till next week) From Virginia Gazette, May 19, 1774. 

The Remainder of Academicus 

A batchelor of arts, of three years standing, might be entitled 
to a master's degree, without attending any part of this time at 
college, provided he ever testified a proper respect for it, and 
sustained a good moral character. This indulgence would be neces- 
sary in an infant country, where the majority are but illy able to 
support their sons at a college for any great number of years. 

Were this or some similar mode of education adopted, I am 
persuaded that the college of William and Mary would, in a few 
years, rival any literary institution in the world. This at least 
is certain, that its reputation would not, as it does at present, de- 
pend so much on the idle and dissolute, who may chance to spend 
some time in it, but from such only as had gone through a regular 
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course of studies, and had been dignified with the honours of the 
college, would its character be taken. 

The charter very properly appoints two professors of divinity; 
the one to read with the students the scriptures in the original 
languages, the other to give lectures upon the controverted points 
of theology. To those who have any regard for religion, the im- 
portance of these two professorships must be very evident. Were 
the design of them attended to as it ought, what advantages might 
we not expect to reap from them! Instead of clergymen, who can 
scarcely construe a sentence of Greek, whose utmost reading ex- 
tends not beyond Burnet and Pearson (I mean not to reflect upon 
these gentlemen, I lament their want of opportunity for greater 
improvement) our church would be supplied with men skilled in 
the original languages of our sacred writings, well furnished with 
arguments in defence of Christianity, and thoroughly acquainted 
with its doctrines and precepts; and to render them thus useful 
seems to be much in the power of the visitors. They have already 
passed a statute entitling a student of this college, who enters into 
holy orders, to a certain sum of money. They might make his 
attending lectures in divinity, for such a term as might be thought 
proper, a necessary condition; and to enable him to continue at 
college the term prescribed, a few fellowships might be established, 
and given to such as had taken a batchelor of arts degree, and in- 
tended to enter into the church. 

It might conduce still more to the advancement of learning 
in the colony if the charter were enlarged, and professorships of 
law and physic established. A fuller consideration, however, of 
this matter, I shall defer to some future time, having already ex- 
ceeded the limits which I had assigned to this paper. 

ACADEMICUS. 
From Virginia Gazette, May 26, 1774. 

TO ACADEMICUS 
SIR, 

It is with pleasure that I read every ingenious proposal for 
the advancement of literature, and the improvement of our college. 
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The object is such as must necessarily engage the attention of 
every one who regards the improvement of the mind. But as a 
misunderstanding, and consequently a misrepresentation, of the 
present mode of education, can be of no service to so laudable a 
design, I must beg leave to rectify a few mistakes, which, I doubt 
not, took its origin from ignorance, rather than maliciousness. 
Your zeal has certainly somewhat outgone your knowledge; but 
that is a defect too common in human nature to be much com- 
plained of. In pointing out the great imperfection, you have un- 
luckily made a very great blunder. The students have no such 
liberty as you mention, of attending what lectures they please. It 
is contrary to the rules of the college, which are never dispensed 
with, except in circumstances of a particular nature; such as the 
certainty of a short stay, and the necessity of prosecuting that 
study, which is more immediately requisite. To place this great 
imp'erfection in a clearer light, you being an instance, which is, 
indeed, a very unfortunate one, for I will bring the same instance 
to shew, that you know as little of the great imperfection as of a 
proper mode of education. "As for instance, then, a student chuses 
to attend lectures on natural philosophy. As these are not given 
of tener than twice in a week, he has four days entirely at his own 
disposal." Now there is no choice in the case; he must attend 
only once a week. But is it not so much the worse, say you? 
For admitting that I was a little too positive as to the chusing, 
you will allow that he has five days instead of four, wherein, "if 
he be indolent, or vicious, or fond of pleasure, he has it in his 
power to indulge himself." Not at all, my literary projector; 
for he will find no days at his own disposal. Each day is alter- 
nately employed either in the school of moral philosophy, or in that 
of the mathematics. This piece of information may be of service 
to you in your future lucubrations on so important a subject, 
wherein you should avoid even the appearance of error. You will 
be cautious, however, to strike out of your calendar those inter- 
vening days of idleness which you so much complain of. You 
would also do well to lay aside those insinuations of the prevalency 
of ignorance, as well as idleness; for if my information be just, 
as I have reason to believe it is, idleness is become dishonourable, 
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and that love of science universally prevails, which even Academni- 
cus, was he better acquainted with the present disposition of the 
students, would acknowledge to forbode the happiest effects. 

Another important deficiency is, the manner in which degrees 
have been conferred. Though they were acquainted with particular 
branches of the highest value, "they had not run the general circle, 
none had been called to an examination previous to the conferring 
of this literary honour upon them." Academicus, I fear, has been 
born the heir of mistakes, since not a literary honour has been 
conferred which was not the prize of public contest, or which 
merit did not claim. The classic, the mathematician, and the moral 
philosopher, are seldom found united in every academician. An 
acquaintance with either of those branches of science is generally 
esteemed worthy of a reward in every seminary. Your Nassaus 
alone can boast the truly magic art of forming, in a year or two, 
the classic, the mathematician, the moral philosopher, and the 
patriot. It is there they run the general circle, and, as Academicus 
would have it, it is there they end where they begun. 

But we cannot pass over the triumph. "The impropriety of 
this mode of education is so very apparent that any farther demon- 
stration of it would be an insult upon the most common under- 
standing." Surely, Academicus, you should, like a second Pytha- 
goras, have offered at least a hecatomb. You have afforded the 
world a noble specimen of those demonstrating powers which can 
bring forth the clearest demonstration without a single true posi- 
tion. But convincing as it appeared to you, others perhaps may 
now think that a farther demonstration would be no insult upon 
the most common understanding; or must they not rather be 
struck with astonishment at that boldness which should dare to 
prostitute the name of demonstration, in order to vilify a mode of 
education of which you are entirely ignorant? 

You will probably discover the great imperfection, upon a 
second search, to be in the present establishment. Whenever that 
is altered for the better, a more enlarged mode of education must 
take place; not such, I hope, as every puny genius of fancied litera- 
ture shall dictate, but such as shall carry along with it whatever is 
great and noble, whatever shall tend most effectually to improve 
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the mind and mend the heart. Nor do I doubt but the gentlemen 
of the visitation will gladly promote every means which may con- 
duce to so important an end. That they have it in view, every 
one knows; and that they will use their utmost endeavours to ex- 
pedite as much as possible so happy an alteration, no one can doubt. 
The universities in England will afford them the best general plan, 
while their own good sense must judge of such particular exigencies 
as shall arise. But you should remember that weak, hasty, and ill- 
timed efforts, may often baffle the most noble designs. I am your 
humble servant. 

A. B. 
From Virginia Gazette, May 26, 1774. 

To A. B. 
SIR, 

When I offered to the public my thoughts on the defects of 
the [?] of education at the college, and proposed such a mode 
as I thought would be most likely to remedy them, I was too well 
acquainted with the disposition of mankind to expect that I should 
pass uncensured; I was therefore not in the least surprised to see 
your address to Academicus in the last paper. You have, however, 
in some points, rather outgone my expectations, and in others you 
have disappointed me. You have been profuse in reflections, but 
you have not ventured a single objection to the plan which I pro- 
posed. To let you into a secret, it was by no means a plan of my 
own. Nearly the same has long been pursued in more colleges 
than one of established reputation, and it has been deemed worthy 
of the adoption of the professors of William and Mary by some of 
the most sensible and learned men of this country. This, sir, will 
shew you how little I deserve the title of "literary projector," which 
you have been pleased -to confer upon me. 

You have accused me of misrepresentation. If you will again 
peruse what I have said, and examine impartially into the matter 
of fact, you will perhaps find reason to recall your heavy charge. 
Not to recur to the past, I could mention many, who, at this time, 
are suffered to proceed in the irregular manner of which I com- 
plained; and if there are others more regular, A. B. may find that 
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it is what I have never denied. You tell us indeed, of particular 
circumstances, in which the rules of the college are dispensed with; 
but you should know that the rules of a college should submit to 
no such circumstances. To teach the particular branches of any 
science is the business of private masters only, and beneath the 
dignity of a professor, as well as subversive of all order and regu- 
larity. 

You next inform us that "not a literary honour has been con- 
ferred which was not the prize of public contest, or which merit 
did not claim." This is a sentence, the meaning of which I do not 
well understand. You were speaking, I believe, of degrees, and 
I never before knew that these were, as a medal sometimes is, 
"the prize of public contest," unless by public contest is to be 
understood a private examination before one or two professors. 
I am sorry that you should have asserted that "an acquaintance 
with either of the branches of science is generally esteemed worthy 
of a reward (by which, if you mean any thing, you must mean a 
degree) in every seminary," as there is no gentleman of a liberal 
education who does not well know that, except honorary degrees, 
none are conferred but upon such as have attended a general course 
of lectures, and have proved themselves, as well in public as in 
private examination, acquainted with the principles of all the lib- 
eral arts and sciences. I am sorry, also, that you should have taken 
the unnecessary trouble of reflecting on the college in the New 
Jersies. I assure you, sir, I am no son of Nassau, nor am I much 
acquainted with it. This, however, I do know, that it deserved to 
be better spoken of. The name of Ewing, who there laid the foun- 
dation of that knowledge, which has since made him esteemed 
amongst the literati in Europe, as well as in America, should have 
secured to it more respect. 

Your flashes of wit and ridicule are unworthy of a serious no- 
tice, and I am by no means disposed to imitate you in so con- 
temptible a species of writing. I shall only observe that this 
vitiated taste has of late years prevailed but too much in the pro. 
ductions of William and Mary. Suffer me also to add, that how. 
ever "weak, hasty, and ill-timed," you may judge my "efforts," 
I have the pleasure of knowing that they have met with the appro- 
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bation of several gentlemen in this colony, whose judgment I esteem, 
and which, I fancy, A. B. himself would be far from despising. 
I am, sir, your humble servant, 

ACADEMICUS. 
From Virginia Gazette, June 2, 1774. 

TO ACADEMICUS 
SIR, 

The first appearance of your address to the public on the sub- 
ject before us with difficulty extracted from me a reply to a particu- 
lar part. Silence was considered for some time as the proper treat- 
ment which it merited. Not that I was deterred from any diffi- 
culty in the undertaking, for it is an easy but disagreeable task 
to point out the absurdities which are often to be met with in the 
opuscula of little writers. But since you have dragged me forth, 
I must once more attend you. To do you justice, your last should 
really be analysed; for by this means the strength of your rea- 
soning, and the truth of your assertions, will become more con- 
spicuous. By this means you will appear in your proper dignity, 
especially in the first paragraph, which must add a peculiar force 
and energy to your modes and plans. "When I offered to the public 
my thoughts on the defects of the present plan of education at the 
college, and proposed such a mode as I thought would be most 
likely to remedy them," etc. So far we allow that the thoughts, and 
consequently the mode and plan proposed in those thoughts, were 
entirely your own. But let us see what follows a sentence or two 
below: "To let you into a secret, it was by no means a plan of my 
own;" that is, the thoughts wherein the mode and plan were pro- 
posed were by no means your own, or your thoughts were not your 
thoughts. This is indeed a mode of reasoning of your own (and 
as you are fond of degrees) cujus te doctorem creo. It was highly 
necessary, however, that you should let us into this secret. But let 
us go a little farther: "It has been deemed worthy of the adoption 
of the professors of William and Mary by some of the most sensible 
and learned men of this country." Now indeed you have emerged, 
and broke forth the great luminary of the western world. These 
plans and modes were not your own, but some of the most sensible 
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and learned men of this country have thought them worthy of 
adoption. Academicus was the first who saw their merit, and 
thought them worthy of adoption; therefore Academicus is the first 
among the most sensible and learned of this country. Ye sages! 
it is now ye must hide your diminished heads, it is Academicus who 
shines the cynosure of America, to him ye shall look up as your 
faithful guide and monitor in all your researches; for what are the 
labyrinths of philosophy but so many mazes, which lead to error, 
unless he shall guide and direct you! "This, sir, will shew you 
how little I deserve the title of literary projector;" or rather this, 
sir, will shew how cautious you ought to be in controverting opin- 
ions before you know from whence they come; this will shew you 
that I am the proper judge of all modes and plans, and to let 
you into another secret, that my knowledge in all the branches of 
science has rendered me the great, the wise Academicus. 

The merit of the following paragraph will be found to deserve 
the same analysis. The beauties of a writer are never so clearly 
discovered as when we trace and consider each separate part, its 
connections and dependencies upon the whole. After recommend- 
ing a second perusal to your plan, which is indeed a hard injunc- 
tion, you observe, "I could mention many who at this time are 
suffered to proceed in the irregular manner of which I complained." 
Suppose there are one or two of those who may properly be called 
students, the reason which was given, you say, was, that there must 
be (in an infant country especially), particular circumstances in 
which the rules of a college are dispensed with. But Academicus 
observes, "you should know that the rules of a college should sub- 
mit to no such circumstances." So far our assertions may at least 
balance one another. But let us try whether we cannot throw the 
confident Academicus into my scale, and whether he may not be 
found in another piece to admit of some material indulgencies in 
an infant country. You will find at the head of the tail of 
Academicus that "a batchelor of arts, of three years standing, 
might be entitled to a master's degree, without attending any part 
of his time at college. This indulgence would be necessary in an 
inrfant country, where the majority are but illy able (an expression 
which should be adopted in William and Mary) to support their 
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sons at a college for any great number of years." What are we to 
judge of an author who, on the same plan, can advance sentiments 
so diametrically opposite ? Be it your's to reconcile contradic- 
tions. To make a reflection here would really be an insult upon 
the most common understanding. Permit me, however, to observe, 
that this irregularity not only might, but doth prevail, in those 
models from which you have taken your plans and modes, and 
that, so far from an obligation to attend any part of his time at 
college, his master's degree is sent in pursuit of him to the most 
distant provinces. 

Let us try the next. It had been observed, "that not a literary 
honour has been conferred which was not the prize of public con- 
test, or which merit did not claim." This is a profound sentence, 
the depth of which you cannot discover. Degrees, you say, were 
never known to be the prize of public contest. In your models, 
perhaps, they never were; but at Oxford they are considered as the 
most honourable; for you should know that they are not all, though 
of the same standing, considered as equally honourable, but that 
they have their distinctions and differences according to the abili- 
ties of the person on whom they are conferred, which are discov- 
ered by public contest, or if you will, by public disputations. You 
sound an alarm also about public examinations before the candi- 
dates are admitted to degrees. In this, too, you are sadly con- 
fused; for at Oxford each candidate is in fact privately examined 
by the masters of arts. Now for your sorry sentences. "I am sorry 
that you have asserted that an acquaintance with either of the 
branches of science is generally esteemed worthy of a reward in 
any seminary," etc., because I suppose you have never heard of 
degrees of doctor of laws, doctor of divinity, and many others. 
As to Nassau, it matters not much, I believe, whether you are a 
son of this or that place. It will scarcely make so much noise in 
the world as the natale solum of a Homer, and others of the an- 
tient sages. Your plans and modes were worthy of her adoption, 
and therefore it was probably they came from thence, or its en- 
viron s. 

You were pleased in a former piece to lay down a proper plan 
by which the mathematic school should be conducted. I shall not 
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take up time to consider its particular merits, I shall not ask you 
why algebra is to precede the first elements of geometry, why 
fluxions must precede spherical trigonometry or conic sections; it 
would be as useless as alsurd. The method which has been for 
three or four years adopted is such as has received the sanction of 
a Barrow, a Newton, a McClaurin, a Whiston, a Saunderson; and 
shall this Academnicus scarcely emancipated, perhaps, from some 
noisy, pompous school, presume to dictate? You may be of vise in 
some departments of life; but let me recommend modesty, and a 
proper attention to your own affairs, as your best, your surest 
guide. Beware of the blushing merits of a Rigby! 

We now advance towards the conclusion, where we find you 
extending your plans, and in your greatness descending to correct 
"that vitiated taste which has of late years but too much prevailed." 
It is to be lamented that you had not given some general plans 
here also, from which a proper taste in composition might be at- 
tained. But no doubt considerable advantages must be derived 
from the perusual of your late performances, so fraught, as we 
have seen, with all the elegancies of language, so strengthened with 
all the powers of reason. But I must confess that your entrance 
into this field has made me almost repent my undertaking. We 
should soon have a quarrel with the criss-cross-row, and be obliged 
to fight it out, in a short time, through all the squadrons of the 
vowels, the mutes, the semivowels, and the liquids. Here indeed 
would be a sore and endless labour. Therefore, to spare both time 
and pains, I must beg leave to bid you adieu, but reconmnending 
a like behaviour on your part, unless you can oblige the world with 
something less crude, and better digested than your present plans. 
Trust me, Academicus, the public has too serious a game to play 
to be much entertained with ours. 

A. B. 
From Virginia Gazette, June 9, 1774. 
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